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Case study: Digital libraries for medical professionals
courtesy of Michael Reinke, RSWE, Germany

Michael Reinke, founder of Reinke Software Engineering (RSWE), recently brought to our 
attention Kinderumwelt gGmbH, a FirstClass site that uses the FC MEMEX RAD application to 
create and manage a series of digital libraries. Here is their story.

The environment

Kinderumwelt gGmbH is a non-profit company with limited liability, fully owned by the German 
Academy of Pediatrics. It runs a large FirstClass site that provides services for German medical 
professionals and public health departments. The system, named UMINFO (see 
www.uminfo.de), hosts several specialized groups on a single FirstClass server.

This is the UMINFO website:

UMINFO website



This site includes the following major areas:

Uminfo/Allinfo offers environmental health information through conferences. It is used by 
medical doctors, pharmacists, engineers, scientists, and medical insurance organizations. 

ÖGD Intranet, supported by the famous Robert-Koch Institute (RKI), Berlin, is targeted to 
members of the German public health departments and offers specialized information in this 
area.

Pädinform is an intranet for pediatricians. This section offers a large collection of FirstClass 
conferences that provide pediatric information and allow different types of communication, 
including telecommunications.

Today, UMINFO is used by approximately 4000 professionals.

The challenge

Recently, Kinderumwelt gGmbH decided to expand its services by adding advanced digital 
libraries and more knowledge management functions not currently available in the FirstClass 
product. In order to achieve medical breakthroughs, UMINFO’s users must be aware of others' 
projects and publications and have full access to published papers, PowerPoint presentations, 
journals, and digital images. These documents exist mainly as attachments to conference 
messages or as documents inside the file systems of dedicated file servers.

Dr. Otto, administrator of the UMINFO system, summarized the required functionality in the 
following three areas:



• Pädinform users must be able to access single issues out of a digital archive of "Kinder- und 
Jugendarzt" magazines. These periodicals are stored as PDF files and should be fully text 
indexed for speedy retrieval. Advanced search algorithms should also be supported to narrow 
the search criteria. 

• Many conferences exist within the pädinform intranet. These conferences contain many 
messages with attachments that provide useful information (for example, PDF, Powerpoint, 
and JPEG files containing valuable EXIF metainformation). Pädinform users must be able to 
search and retrieve information from these conferences, including attachments, by the same 
methods used in the periodical digital archive.

• The same requirements exist for a third application area: the Robert Koch Institute supports 
a special conference about bioterrorism called IBBS. Inside this conference and all of its 
subconferences, many documents are available only as attachments to FirstClass messages. 
Users of the IBBS conferences must have a straightforward full text search and retrieval 
system for these attachments.

A short system analysis of the above requirements resulted in the following list of functions 
that needed to be added to the existing FirstClass system:

• full text search and retrieval of text and multimedia documents outside the FirstClass network 
store

• full text search and retrieval of documents attached to conference messages

• fast and accurate search results

• advanced search capabilities like boolean, phrase, and property search

• minimal administration overhead

• an intelligible search user interface 

• seamless integration with FirstClass, because all users already know how to use a FirstClass 
client.

The solution

FC MEMEX: An off-the-shelf FirstClass extension

FC MEMEX is an example of the robust features a FirstClass Rapid Application Developer (RAD) 
application can add to an existing FirstClass site. In this case, a combination of RAD 
applications and Windows-specific services supports the integration of multiple Windows PCs as 
document search and retrieval servers. To FirstClass administrators and users this system 
looks like one large digital library.

Let's review the major features required for the UMINFO system:

• fast document search and retrieval 

Searching a digital library consisting of thousands of mixed media files must be done in 
fractions of a second.

• fully automatic operation

• support of standard file formats with the ability to be expanded to support other formats

• ability to search within existing documents that reside on file servers.

Getting documents into the libraries

After installing the FC MEMEX application on the FirstClass server, Dr. Otto was ready to 
configure the first digital library inside the UMINFO system: the "Kinder- und Jugendarzt" 
periodical library.



In this case, all documents (a collection of PDF files) had already been copied to a dedicated FC 
MEMEX document server (a Windows 2000 workstation attached to the FirstClass server by a 
LAN), so the setup consisted of the following tasks:

1 Define a new library (called a catalog) inside the FC MEMEX management console. 

2 Configure the library’s root directory.

Below this directory all file changes are observed by FC MEMEX.

3 Configure default new user rights. 

Visiting users are added to the FC MEMEX user database automatically using this default set.

4 Define catalog-specific help text. 

This text is displayed inside the search form to all visiting users and provides helpful 
information about how to search the catalog and what kinds of documents can be retrieved.

5 Install the associated FC MEMEX search application inside selected conferences. 

This is done through the standard RAD application installation procedure with a couple of 
mouse clicks.

That’s it. FC MEMEX scans all documents inside this catalog, extracts full text and metadata, 
and updates a central index database. Now this catalog is ready for any search and retrieval 
operation.

A second way to add and organize documents inside the digital library is by using the provided 
FC MEMEX catalog browser. This application offers Windows Explorer-like remote access to the 
catalog server’s file system and allows the addition of new documents using drag and drop 
onto the browser window. This tool also allows the deletion and creation of files and folders. 

This is an FC MEMEX browser showing the PDF magazine catalog organized in annual folders:

FC MEMEX browser

Another way to get documents into a FirstClass MEMEX catalog is by monitoring existing 
FirstClass conferences with the archiving gateway FC ARCHIVE. The UMINFO team used this 
tool to set up the PaedArchiv catalog. The workflow used to populate this catalog was very 
simple:



1 Configure FC ARCHIVE to connect to the preselected conferences twice daily. 

FC ARCHIVE runs on a dedicated FC MEMEX document server and connects to the remote 
FirstClass server using TCP/IP.

2 Move all conference content to an FC MEMEX observed catalog folder.

Body texts and all attachments are preserved and immediately fully text indexed.

3 Install a second FC MEMEX search application (PaedArchiv) in selected conferences for use 
by the medical professionals. 

Through this search application all data fetched using FC ARCHIVE is available to PeadArchiv 
users.

How medical professionals use FC MEMEX

The following images show a conference with the two above mentioned search applications. 

Some help documents and an FC MEMEX reference card are available for new users in the 
lower pane of the conference, while the upper pane contains the customized RAD application 
icons. Since users were already familiar with FirstClass conferences and mail objects, and 
launching an FC MEMEX search application is like opening a conference, the system was 
adopted quickly.

New FC MEMEX users find the second tab inside the search application especially helpful. The 
“Suchtemplates” form presents a list of predefined search queries in a domain-specific 
language that is understandable to all participants. After selecting a search template and 
pressing the search button, a search process is triggered and launched against the actual (and 
possibly updated) library content.

This is the UMINFO library conference:

UMINFO conference

If a user clicks Archiv:Kinder- und Jugendarzt, they are presented with the customized, 
catalog-specific interface to the "Kinder- und Jugendarzt" library. The user can then input a 
free text query and execute a search. 

The advantage of this method is that highly complicated queries can be defined by search 
professionals and presented to all participants in a clear and easy-to-understand language.

 Note 



This concept is very similar to the new "smart folders" concept that will be introduced by Mac 
OS X Tiger (coming next year), but FirstClass offered this feature first with FC MEMEX -- and in 
a real client/server environment.

This is a standard search form with a single free text query input field on which Dr. Otto 
modified the leading text "Archiv: Kinder- und Jugendarzt" and the help text in the middle of 
the form using the FC MEMEX catalog editor:

Search form

This is a search templates form presenting a list of predefined queries in a domain-specific 
language:

Search templates form



A search produces a result list. The above form produced a ranked list of documents with the 
following options and information:

• a document-specific icon 

• file name and date of last change

• automatically generated abstract text 

This is extracted from all FC MEMEX supported document types (nearly every format, for 
example, Microsoft Office documents, Adobe Acrobat PDF, XML, TXT).

• the ranking value (1-1000) and optionally, the number of direct query term hits

• a selection of possible commands:

- document preview
- document download
- document annotations

This is an FC MEMEX search result page:

Search results



In addition to the information provided in the search result list, FC MEMEX adds another layer 
of preview information. A document property form allows the user to extract as much 
information from the the selected document as possible, for example:

• a more detailed text summary retrieved directly from the document 

The length of this summary can be modified on the user preference form. Users can decide if 
this is the document they are looking for before downloading a potentially large document.

• automatically generated thumbnails of any image documents (JPG, PNG, GIF, TIFF, etc.)

• document attributes (metainformation) such as author, file size, date of last change, title, 
keywords, comments, subject, etc. (all properties that are editable within the Microsoft Office 
properties dialogs, as these properties are also searchable)

• EXIF metainformation, if it exists, for image documents 

This allows queries like: “give me all images made with a digital CANON Ixus camera”.

• document rating 

A user can rate this preview document or see all ratings already done. 

• document-related commands: 



- download original file 

This starts the FirstClass download process.

- open the document annotation form

You can enter or retrieve annotations and links to other references belonging to this document.

- open the document notification form. 

This form lists events that occur with the document, such as annotations and downloads.

 Note 
Notice that to this point no download action has been triggered; all information about any 
document in nearly any file format has been presented in a secure way through the FirstClass 
client. Not a single byte of information has been saved on the local hard disk.

This is an FC MEMEX document preview of a PDF document:

MEMEX preview



The form tabs lead to different preview sections:

• "Voransicht" displays the automatically retrieved text from the original document. 

• "Dokumentattribute" displays a form with many file-specific properties. 

• "Bewertungen" displays the rating of this document. 

End result

Several hundred medical professionals are now using this digital library. The system enables 
users to easily find periodical articles or similar information using a broad range of search 
capabilities. Attachment files and content outside the FirstClass network store are no longer 



"black boxes" of hidden information. These items are now within reach of any FirstClass client, 
which was one of the most important UMINFO digital library requirements.

Administration overhead to keep the digital libraries running has been very low. Dr. Otto 
pointed out that most FC MEMEX administrative tasks were completed right after publishing the 
search applications inside the selected conferences. All new catalog users receive their default 
permission set automatically the first time they search these catalogs. All document changes 
(for example, the addition of new files into the catalog file system), are monitored by FC 
MEMEX and the text index database is updated without manual intervention.

The UMINFO team's experience with FC MEMEX has encouraged them to broaden their services 
to other areas. Dr. Otto started the creation of additional digital libraries inside the UMINFO 
system very soon after the initial periodical library. Now members of the Robert Koch Institut 
(RKI) bioterrorism conference can search and retrieve every attached document (mostly PDF 
and PowerPoint files) published in this area. 

In comparison to other available digital library applications (for example, the complete range of 
Microsoft servers like Sharepoint Portal Server), the advantages of using the RAD-based FC 
MEMEX with FirstClass are:

• no "rip and replace" solution 

FirstClass is still fully operable and does not require any replacement software. This is very 
important because the investment to get the new functionality is only focused on the new 
features.

• no client changes 

All FC MEMEX applications running on the UMINFO system are accessible with the FirstClass 
client. Most of the 4000 users use the FirstClass client, so no effort is wasted to set up an 
application-specific client infrastructure.

• scalability of FC MEMEX digital libraries is very compelling 

It's like building libraries with LEGO blocks: new document servers can easily be attached to a 
FirstClass server as needed. If future library requirements force more search-and-retrieval 
power, new document servers can be added anytime. Theoretically, a cluster consisting of 
hundreds of document servers can work inside a single FC MEMEX system.

• compatibility to common document formats covers most library applications

FC MEMEX is compatible with many file formats (.doc, .wri, .rtf, .xls, .txt, .html, .xml, .vsd, 
.pdf, .mp3, .jpg, .tif, .png, and so on). New file formats can be added using plugin architecture.

• query language is very powerful. 

FC MEMEX supports a complete range of searches, from simple text searches to advanced 
property searches and metasearches. New users get instant results, just like doing a search 
using the well-known Google service. More advanced users can step ahead and use highly 
advanced query definitions. 

After several months of working with the FC MEMEX system, Dr. Otto concluded, "The 
introduction of FC MEMEX brought a great added value to our UMINFO system. It extends the 
FirstClass base functionality with very compelling digital library and knowledge management 
functions without the need to increase the administration staff".

Finally, the integration of the FC MEMEX application underlines the suitability of FirstClass as a 
powerful and extendable communications platform.


